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Abstra t. We propose a new boosting algorithm whi h similarly to  Support-Ve tor Classi ation allows for the possibility of a pre-spe i ed
fra tion  of points to lie in the margin area or even on the wrong side of
the de ision boundary. It gives a ni ely interpretable way of ontrolling
the trade-o between minimizing training error and apa ity. Furthermore, it an a t as a lter for nding and sele ting informative patterns
from a database.
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Introdu tion

Boosting and related Ensemble learning methods have been re ently used with
great su ess in appli ations su h as Opti al Chara ter Re ognition [2, 3, 11℄. The
idea of a large (minimum) margin explains the good generalization performan e
of AdaBoost in the low noise regime. However, AdaBoost performs worse than
other learning ma hines on noisy tasks [6, 7℄, su h as the iris and the breast an er
ben hmark data sets [5℄. The present paper addresses the over tting problem of
AdaBoost in two ways. Primarily, it makes an algorithmi ontribution to the
problem of onstru ting regularized boosting algorithms. Se ondly, it allows the
user to roughly spe ify a hyper-parameter that ontrols the tradeo between
training error and apa ity. This, in turn, is also appealing from a theoreti al
point of view, sin e it involves a parameter whi h ontrols a quantity that plays
a ru ial role in the generalization error bounds.
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Boosting and the Linear Programming Solution

In this se tion, we brie y dis uss the properties of the solution generated by
standard AdaBoost and losely related Ar -GV[1℄, and dis uss the relation to
a linear programming (LP) solution over the lass of base hypotheses G. Let
fgt(x) : t = 1; : : : ; T g be a sequen e of hypotheses and = [ 1 : : : T ℄ their
weights satisfying t  0. The hypotheses gt are elements of a hypotheses lass
G = fg : x 7! f1gg, whi h is de ned by a base learning algorithm L.
The ensemble generates the
P label whi h is the weighted majority of the votes
by sign(f (x)) where f (x) = t k tk1 gt (x). In order to express that f and therefore also the margin  depend on and for the ease of notation we de ne
(z; ) = yf (x), where z = (x; y). Likewise we use the normalized margin
?

This paper is a short version of [8℄.

( ) = min1im (zi ; ) . The minimizationPobje tive fun tion of AdaBoost
an be expressed in terms of margins G ( ) := m
i=1 exp( k k1 (zi ; )). In ev-

ery iteration AdaBoost tries to minimize this error by a stepwise maximization
of the margin. It is believed (but not proven) that AdaBoost asymptoti ally
approximates (up to s aling) the solution of the following linear programming
problem over the omplete hypothesis set G
maximize

subje t to (zi ; )   for all 1  i  m
(1)
t ;   0 for all 1  t  jGj
k k1 = 1 :
Breiman [1℄ proposed a modi ation of AdaBoost, Ar -GV, making it possible to
show the asymptoti onvergen e of ( t ) to the global solution: limt!1 ( t ) =
lp , where lp is the maximum possible margin for a ombined lassi er from G.
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 -Ar

Let us onsider the ase where we are given a ( nite) set G = fg : x 7! [ 1; 1℄g
of T hypotheses. To nd the oeÆ ients for the ombined hypothesis f (x)
we extend the LP-AdaBoost algorithm [4, 7℄ and solve the following linear optimization problem, similar in spirit to [10℄:

1 Pm i
maximize  m
i=1
subje t to (zi ; )   i for all 1  i  m
(2)
i ; t ;   0 for all 1  t  T and 1  i  m
k k1 = 1 :
This algorithm does not for e all margins to be beyond zero and we get a soft
1
margin lassi ation with a regularization onstant m . Interestingly, it an be
shown that  is asymptoti ally proportional to the fra tion of patterns in the
margin area [8℄.
Suppose, we have a very large base hypothesis lass G. Then it is very diÆ ult
to solve (2) as (1) dire tly. To this end, we propose an algorithm,  -Ar , that
an approximate the solution of (2). The optimal  for xed margins (zi ; ) in
(2) an be written as

 ( ) := argmax 
2[0;1℄

m
1 X
(

m i=1

!

(zi ; ))+ ;

(3)

where
( )+ = max(; 0). Setting i = ( ( ) (zi ; ))+ and subtra ting
1 Pm
m i=1 i from the resulting inequality on both sides, yields (for all 1  i  m)

(zi ; ) + i   ( )

(zi ; ) + i

1

m
X

  ( )
m i=1 i 

1

m
X

 :
m i=1 i

(4)
(5)

In parti ular we have to get rid of the sla k variables i again by absorbing them
into quantities similar to (zi ; ) and ( ). This works as follows: on the right

hand side of (5) we have the obje tive fun tion ( f. (2)) and on the left hand
side a term that depends nonlinearly on . De ning

~ ( ) =  ( )

m
1 X

m i=1

i ; ~ (zi ; ) = (zi ; ) + i

m
1 X

;
m i=1 i

(6)

whi h we substitute for ( ) and (z; ) in (1), respe tively, we obtain a new
optimization problem. Note that ~ ( ) and ~ (zi ; ) play the role of a orre ted
or virtual margin. We obtain a non-linear min-max problem in terms of ~
maximize
~( )
subje t to ~(zi ; )  ~( ) for all 1  i  m
(7)
t  0 for all 1  t  T
k k1 = 1 ;
whi h we refer to as  -Ar .
We an now state interesting properties for  -Ar by using Theorem 5 of [9℄
that bounds the generalization error R(f ) for ensemble methods. In our ase
R (f )   by onstru tion, thus we get the following simple reformulation of
this bound:
s 
 1 
h log2 (m=h)
:
(8)
+ log
R(f )   +
2

m



Æ

The tradeo in minimizing the right hand side between the rst and the se ond
term is ontrolled dire tly by an easy interpretable regularization parameter  .
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Experiments

We show a set of toy experiments to illustrate the general behavior of  -Ar -GV.
As base hypothesis lass G we use RBF networks [7℄, and as data a two- lass
problem generated from several 2D Gauss blobs. We obtain the following results:
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Toy experiment: the left shows the average fra tion of important patterns, the
average fra tion of margin errors and the average training error for di erent values
of the regularization onstant  for  -Ar . The bottom plots show the orresponding
generalization error. The parameter  allows us to redu e the test errors to values
about 20% (relatively) lower than for the hard margin algorithm (for  = 0 we re over
Ar -GV/AdaBoost and for  = 1 we get Bagging.)

Fig. 1.

{  -Ar leads to approximately m patterns that are e e tively used in the
training of the base learner: Figure 1 (left) shows the fra tion of patterns
that have high average weights during the learning pro ess.
{  -Ar leads to the fra tion  of margin errors ( f. dashed line in Figure 1)
exa tly.
{ The (estimated) test error, averaged over 10 training sets, exhibits a rather
at minimum in  (Figure 1 (right)).
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Con lusion

We analyzed the AdaBoost algorithm and found that Ar -GV and AdaBoost
are suitable for approximating the solution of non-linear min-max problems over
huge hypothesis lasses. We introdu ed a new regularization onstant  that
ontrols the fra tion of patterns inside the margin area. The new parameter is
highly intuitive and has to be tuned only within a xed interval [0; 1℄.
We found empiri ally that the generalization performan e in  -Ar is robust
against hanges around the optimal hoi e of the regularization parameter  .
This nding makes model sele tion (e.g. via ross-validation) mu h easier.
As the patterns in the margin area orrespond to interesting, diÆ ult and
informative patterns, future resear h will fo us on using Boosting and Support
Ve tor methods for data mining purposes.
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